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Abstract
We use coupling to study the time taken until the distribution of a statis-
tic on a Markov chain is close to its stationary distribution. Coupling is a
common technique used to obtain upper bounds on mixing times of Markov
chains, and we explore how this technique may be used to obtain bounds on
the mixing of a statistic instead.
1 Introduction
We are interested in the following general problem.
Problem 1. IfM is a Markov chain, and f is a function defined on the states of
M, how long must M be run to guarantee that the distribution of f is close to
what it would be on the stationary distribution ofM?
Much is known about various schemes for shuffling a deck of cards ([5], [9]), and
how many shuffles are necessary before the deck is ‘random’. In some circum-
stances it might not be necessary that the entire deck be random, but just some
part of it. For example, perhaps a certain game of poker only uses the top 17 cards
of the deck. In playing this game, only the identity and order of these top 17 cards
are important, not the order of the entire deck. It might be expected that to ran-
domise the cards in these positions, fewer shuffles are required than are necessary
to randomise the entire deck. This is one instance of the problem — given a shuf-
fling scheme, how many iterations are required to randomise the top 17 cards of
the deck?
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The same question can be asked for other choices of f — how long until the four
bridge hands dealt in blocks from this deck are random? That is, the sets of cards
in positions 1-13, 14-26, 27-39 and 40-52, but not their exact locations within
these blocks. What if the dealing is done to each player in turn rather than in
blocks of 13 consecutive cards? How many shuffles are necessary to randomise
the location of the ace of spades, or the identity of the card immediately following
the ace of spades, or the distance between the aces of spades and hearts?
Problems of this sort have been considered previously. [4] studies the mixing time
of a deck of cards where certain sets of cards are identified, for instance where the
suits of cards do not matter, or all face cards are equivalent. That paper gives
an explicit formula for the separation distance after t steps in such a setting. [7]
discusses this same problem as well as the dual problem of asking about the hands
of cards dealt from a shuffled deck, ignoring the order in which those cards were
dealt. This may be seen as identifying sets of positions rather than sets of cards.
[7] also presents intriguing computational data showing that the number of riffle
shuffles required for this latter problem changes depending on the dealing method
used, that is, that identifying different sets of positions produces different results.
In various contexts, the values of the function f might be referred to as ‘statistics’
or ‘features’ of the Markov chain.
Both [12] and [4] show that the mixing time for the position of a single card under
riffle shuffles is log2(n) + c, [12] by calculating the eigenvalues of the walk and
also via a coupling argument, and [4] by explicit calculations. [8] simulates the re-
quired number of shuffles for the games of bridge and blackjack. The introduction
of [4] has additional references and background.
Previous work on these problems has mostly involved explicit calculations and
formulas, which are then analysed with calculus. An exception is [11], which
develops the use of eigenfunctions, where the statistic in question is expanded in
an eigenbasis of the original chain. Appendix B of [4] also contains a computation
in this style.
The contributions of this paper and the sequel [14] are technical — we describe
how coupling (and in the sequel, strong stationary times) may be adapted to give
upper bounds on the mixing of a function on a Markov chain. These appear to be
the first general approaches which use more probabilistic methods.
In general, the answers to these problems will depend on the function f . There
are choices for f where the distribution of f is correct after one step, and there are
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choices where the distribution of f is not correct until the whole chain is near its
stationary distribution. Instances of each behaviour are shown in Section 3. We
will also examine what known couplings (those already used for upper bounds on
mixing times) have to say about various choices of f .
In some cases the statistic f may form a Markov chain in its own right, as a
quotient chain ofM. For example, when shuffling a deck of cards, the location of
the ace of spades at time (t+1) depends only on its location at time t. In contrast,
the knowledge of which cards are in the top half of the deck at time t is usually not
enough information to determine which cards will be in the top half of the deck
at time (t + 1). We do not require that f be a quotient chain of M. When this
does occur, the analysis will not use this fact, because the goal is to demonstrate
techniques that are applicable in more general settings. For this reason, some of
the simpler examples may work more nicely than expected.
In this paper, upper bounds on mixing times will come from coupling arguments,
so mixing times will be according to total variation distance.
Definition 2. Let M be an aperiodic and irreducible Markov chain and f be a
function on the state space ofM. The stationary distribution of f is the distribu-
tion of f on the stationary distribution ofM.
Example 3. Our first examples are shuffling schemes on a deck of n cards. That
is, they will be random walks on the group Sn.
Here are some statistics of interest. For riffle shuffles, statistics involving the
locations of certain cards or cards in particular locations have been analysed in
[4] and [8] in more detail than in this paper. The focus here is on developing
probabilistic techniques for these problems.
• The value of the top, second-to-top, bottom, or kth card.
• The values and order of the top k cards, or of the cards in a particular set of
positions.
• The set of cards in a particular set of positions, ignoring their relative order.
For example, the sets of cards in the top quarter of the deck, the next quarter,
the next quarter, and the bottom quarter, as might be relevant if one were to
deal cards in blocks. Alternatively, the sets of cards in positions congruent
to i modulo four, for each i, as if cards were to be dealt one at a time.
• The location of a particular card or set of cards.
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• The parity of the permutation.
Some answers to questions like these are the following, which are proven in Sec-
tion 3.
Proposition 4. Using the random-to-top shuffle on a deck of n cards, it takes
n log(n) steps to get the entire deck close to random (via a standard coupon-
collector argument), but only n log( n
n−16
) steps to get the top 17 cards close to
random, or n log(3
2
) steps to get the top third of the deck close to random.
Proposition 5. Using inverse GSR riffle shuffles on a deck of n cards, it takes
3
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log2(n) steps to get the entire deck close to random, but only log2(n) steps to
get any of the following statistics close to random: The identity of the top card,
the location of the ace of spades, the set of cards in the top quarter of the deck, or
the sets of cards in each quarter of the deck.
Example 6. Consider the random walk on the n–dimensional hypercube where
at each step there is a 1
2
chance to move to a random neighbour and a 1
2
chance
to remain still. This can also be considered as a random walk on n–bit binary
strings, where at each step a random bit is chosen and replaced with 0 or 1 with
equal probability.
How long does it take until statistics such as the following are close to their sta-
tionary distributions?
• The value of the first bit
• The number of ‘1’ bits
• The location of the first ‘1’.
Section 3.3 shows that the value of the first bit mixes after n steps, and that the
location of the first 1 mixes after O(n) steps. This should be compared to the
mixing time of the walk, which is 1
2
n log(n).
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2 Coupling for features of random walks
This section gives results relating coupling to the convergence of a statistic on
a Markov chain. These will be used in Section 3 to give examples of bounds
on the convergence of the statistics mentioned in Example 3 for some simple
shuffling techniques — random-to-top shuffles, inverse riffle shuffles, and random
transpositions.
For the sake of comparison, we will first give a proof that couplings give bounds
on the mixing time of the whole Markov chain. This is a classical result (Theorem
5.2 of [10]), but the perspective on the problem will be useful for the material
which follows.
Proposition 7. Let C be a coupling on two instances of a Markov chainM, p be
between 0 and 1, and t be a positive integer. Let Xt and Yt be the states of the
two instances ofM after taking t steps according to C. If for any initial states x0
and y0, there is at least a probability p that Xt = Yt, then for any initial state x0
the distribution ofXt is within (1− p) of the stationary distribution ofM in total
variation distance.
Proof. A condition of this result is that for any initial states x0 and y0, there is at
least a probability p that Xt = Yt. From Lemma 8, this is also true if X0 and Y0
are allowed to be distributions. This result is used withX0 being an arbitrary fixed
state and Y0 being the stationary distribution π.
ConsiderXt and Yt = πM
t = π. To show that these distributions overlap in most
of their area, let P1 be the set of paths of length t starting at X0, and let P2 be the
set of paths of length t starting at π, all paths being weighted by their probabilities.
The goal is to pair proportion p of the paths from P1 with paths from P2 which
end at the same place. Because Xt is the distribution of endpoints of paths in P1
and Yt is the distribution of endpoints of paths in P2, this will guarantee that these
two distributions overlap in p of their area.
This pairing is given by the coupling C. Start with two copies ofM, one in the
state X0 and the other in the stationary distribution π, and evolve them according
to the couplingC. Pair the paths taken by the two chains. This is a pairing between
paths from P1 and paths from P2 because C is a coupling, so the behaviour in
either chain is what it would be in isolation. There is at least probability p that the
two chains end in the same state, so at least p of the paths in P1 are paired with a
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path from P2 which ends at the same state. Therefore Xt and Yt = π overlap in at
least p of their area, as required.
Lemma 8. Using the notation of Proposition 7, assume that for any two initial
states x0 and y0, there is at least a probability p thatXt = Yt when the two chains
evolve according to the couplingC. Then if the two chains are started in arbitrary
distributionsX0 and Y0 rather than fixed states, there is still at least probability p
that Xt = Yt.
Proof. Conditioned on any pair of initial states x0 and y0, the probability that
Xt = Yt is at least p. Averaging these probabilities over the distributionsX0 and
Y0 gives the required result.
We now adapt Proposition 7 to apply to features of a Markov chain.
Proposition 9. As in Proposition 7, let C be a coupling on two copies of a Markov
chainM, p be between 0 and 1, t a positive integer, and f a function on the state
space Ω. If for any initial states x0 and y0 there is at least a probability p that
f(Xt) = f(Yt) when the chains X and Y evolve according to the coupling C,
then for any initial state x0 the distribution f(X
t) is within (1 − p) of f(π), the
stationary distribution of f , in total variation distance.
Proof. This proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 7. As with that proof,
start by using Lemma 10 to show that for any initial distributionsX0 and Y0, there
is at least a probability p that f(Xt) = f(Yt).
LetX0 be any initial distribution, and Y0 be the stationary distribution π. Consider
f(Xt) and f(Yt) = f(πM
t) = f(π). As in the proof of Proposition 7, let P1 be
the set of paths of length t starting at X0, and let P2 be the set of paths of length
t starting at π, weighted by their probabilities. The goal is to pair proportion p of
the paths from P1 with paths from P2 which end, not necessarily at the same state,
but at a state with the same value of f . This guarantees that the two distributions
f(Xt) and f(Yt) = f(π) overlap in p of their area.
As in the proof of Proposition 7, the pairing is given by the coupling C. Start
with two copies of M, one in the distribution X0 and the other in the stationary
distribution π, and evolve them according to C. Pair the paths taken by the two
chains. This is a pairing between paths in P1 and P2, because C is a coupling.
There is at least probability p that the two chains end in states with matching
values of f , so at least p of the paths in P1 are paired with a path from P2 which
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ends at a state where f takes the same value. Therefore f(Xt) and f(π) overlap
in at least p of their area, as required.
Lemma 10. Using the notation of Proposition 9, assume that for any two initial
states x0 and y0, there is at least a probability p that f(Xt) = f(Yt) when the
two chains evolve according to the coupling C. Then if the two chains are started
in arbitrary distributionsX0 and Y0 rather than fixed states, there is still at least
probability p that f(Xt) = f(Yt).
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 8.
It is not obvious that the bound on the mixing time given by Proposition 9 de-
creases with t. Lemma 16 will show that this is the case.
Remark 11. When constructing a coupling to be used with Proposition 7, it is
possible to decree that if the two chains are in the same state, then they will move
in the same way, guaranteeing that they will continue to agree with one another.
When constructing a coupling for Proposition 9, this is still possible — that is,
two chains in the same state will continue to agree — but the same cannot be done
for values of f . It may be that two chains presently have the same value of f , but
cannot be coupled so that after one step they have the same value of f . Example
12 gives an example of this behaviour. This observation is the same as noticing
that the values of f may not form a quotient Markov chain ofM.
Example 12. Consider the random-to-top walk, and let f be the label of the
second-to-top card of the deck. If two decks are currently in the states x0 =
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , n) and y0 = (3, 2, 1, 4, 5, . . . , n), then f(x0) = f(y0) = 2. How-
ever, the distributions of f after one step, f(x1) and f(y1) are wildly different for
the two chains, as shown in the following table.
a P (f(x1) = a) P (f(y1) = a)
1 n−1
n
0
2 1
n
1
n
3 0 n−1
n
Remark 13. When analysing the convergence of a Markov chain, it suffices to find
the time at which the total variation distance from stationarity falls below, say, a
quarter, because it then decays exponentially (for instance, see Section 4.5 of
[10]). The analogous result for the convergence of a statistic is false, as shown in
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Example 14. It is still the case that the total variation distance of the distribution
of the statistic from stationarity eventually falls off exponentially, just no longer
that the speed of this decay is controlled by the time taken for the distance to fall
below a quarter.
Example 14. Consider the following variation on the random-to-top walk on the
permutations of a deck of n cards. At each step choose a card uniformly at ran-
dom, and move it to the top of the deck. The bottom card of the deck is stuck to
the table, and attempts to move it only succeed with probability 1
100
, otherwise the
order of the deck remains unchanged. Let f be the label of the top card, and the
original top and bottom cards be 1 and n.
After one step of the chain, the distribution of f is
a P (f(x) = a)
1 1.99
n
2 ≤ a ≤ n− 1 1
n
n 0.01
n
The total variation distance between the distribution of f after just one step and
the uniform distribution is less than 1
n
. After 50 steps, it is more likely than not
that the bottom card has not moved, so the total variation distance between the
distribution of f(X50) and the uniform distribution is at least
1
2n
.
Remark 15. As a consequence of Remark 13, when using a coupling to examine
convergence of a statistic, the relevant information is not just how long it takes for
the total variation distance to drop below one quarter (or any other fixed small
number), as it might be while using a coupling for the mixing time, but rather is a
sequence of data points of the form “for any starting point, after time ti, the total
variation distance of the statistic is less than pi”.
Lemma 16. Let M be a Markov chain, f a function on the state space of M,
and d(t) be the maximum distance (either total variation or separation) of f from
uniform after t steps ofM, over all possible starting configurations. Then d is a
nonincreasing function of t.
Proof. For any starting configuration, the distribution of f after t + 1 steps ofM
is a distribution of f after t steps ofM, starting from t = 1. The definition of d(t)
is the maximum distance over all initial states, including this one, so the distance
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after t + 1 steps is at most d(t). Therefore d(t+ 1) ≤ d(t).
Unlike the convergence of actual Markov chains (Lemmas 3.7 and 4.5 of [2]), in
this setting the total variation distance from stationarity is not submultiplicative.
The distance will be submultiplicative eventually, but not at all times. This should
be understood as the distance sometimes being small earlier than expected due
to factors which do not control the long-term rate of convergence. Example 14
illustrates this behaviour.
To this end, it will be convenient to work with the coupling time. The definition of
a coupling time is modified in the natural way to allow for couplings of statistics
on a Markov chain.
Definition 17. Let M be a Markov chain and C be a coupling onM. The cou-
pling time is the (random) time until the two copies of M are in the same state,
or the time until they have matching values of f , depending on the aim of the
coupling in question.
3 Examples
One way to apply Proposition 9 is to consider a coupling that has been successful
in obtaining a bound for the mixing time via Proposition 7, and check what it
says about a function f of interest. This section details what some well-known
couplings say about various statistics on the respective state spaces.
Keep in mind that these are only upper bounds on the time taken for a statistic to
mix— some statistics may well mix faster than shown by this particular coupling.
These examples are intended to show how Proposition 9 may be applied to reduce
a mixing time problem to a question regarding a coupling time. The goal is not
to analyse these coupling times in detail, so most examples will not have detailed
bounds on tmix(ǫ) for each ǫ, but rather will describe the process in question and
give some idea of how long it takes. In many examples, Chebyshev’s inequality
will give good upper bounds on the time taken.
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3.1 Random-to-top shuffles
The random-to-top shuffle consists of choosing a random card at each step, and
moving it to the top of the deck. A coupling for two copies of this process is to
choose cards with the same label in each deck — for instance, moving both copies
of the ace of spades to the top of their respective decks, regardless of their prior
positions. The time taken for two copies of this process to couple is the coupon
collector time n log(n).
Consider what this coupling has to say about each of the following statistics on
Sn.
1. The top card of each chain is the same after a single step, and this contin-
ues to be true after any number of steps. Therefore this statistic is exactly
uniformly distributed after one step.
2. The second-to-top cards match as soon as two different labels have been
chosen, and this continues to be true after this point. With G(p) denoting a
geometric distribution, the coupling time is
T
d
= G(1) + G(n− 1
n
).
The expected time is 1 + n
n−1
. The probability that T > 2 is 1
n
, so the
second-to-top card is within 1
n
of uniform after two steps, by Proposition 9.
This corresponds to the probability that the same card is chosen twice, so
the original top card is more likely to be in the second position than other
cards.
Likewise, the probability that T > 3 is 1
n2
, so the second-to-top card is
within 1
n2
of uniform after three steps.
3. The location of the card labelled 1 is the same in each deck as long as that
label has been chosen. This coupling time is
T
d
= G( 1
n
).
The expected time until this happens is n steps, and the variance is n− 1.
4. The locations of the cards labelled 1 and 2 match in the two decks as long
as both of those labels have been chosen. This coupling time is
T
d
= G( 1
n
) + G( 2
n
).
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The expected time until this event is n
2
+ n, and the variance is n
(n−1)2
. Note
that this time is the sum of the two worst terms of the coupon collector
problem, in contrast to matching the top two cards of the deck, which was
the sum of the two best terms. This generalises to attempting to match the
locations of k fixed cards.
These examples appear to behave quite differently. When the value of the top card
is coupled, it may be that the two chains both have the 1 at the top, or the 2, or
the k, for any k. In contrast, when the location of the 1 is coupled, it is always
at the top of the deck. This latter might seem disconcerting — a result about the
location of the 1 mixing is proven by coupling two instances of the chain, but the
coupling always happens in a certain position.
This issue is reconciled by recalling the definition of total variation distance. Up-
per bounds on the total variation distance between two distributions do not guar-
antee that they have some chance of agreeing in any possible value, just that there
is a certain chance that they agree at some value(s). After a single random-to-top
step, there is a 1
n
chance that the location of the 1 matches, so the distribution
of this statistic overlaps with the uniform distribution in at least 1
n
of their area.
This is true — both distributions have at least a 1
n
chance that the 1 is in the top
position.
Likewise, after two random-to-top steps, there is a 2n−1
n2
chance that the location
of the 1 matches, so as previously, the distribution of the statistic after two steps
overlaps with the uniform distribution in at least 2n−1
n2
of their area. Again this is
true, because both distributions have at least a n
n2
chance that the 1 is in the top
position and at least a n−1
n2
chance that the 1 is in the second position.
Perhaps, then, it should be surprising that the identity of the top card is equally
likely to take any value when it is matched. Indeed, that this happens means that
the coupling time is also a strong stationary time, and so can be used to obtain
bounds in separation distance rather than total variation distance. This will be
discussed further in [14].
Continuing with a more detailed example,
5. The top k cards match as long as k different labels have been chosen. The
coupling time is
T
d
= G(1) + G(n− 1
n
) + · · ·+ G(n− k + 1
n
).
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Let T be the time taken for this to occur. The expected value is
E(T ) =
n
n
+
n
n− 1 + · · ·+
n
n− k + 1 (18)
≤
∫ k
0
n
n− xdx
= n
∫ k
0
1
n− xdx
= n [− log(n− x)]k0
= n log
n
n− k
(19)
The variance is
Var(T ) = 0 +
n
(n− 1)2 +
2n
(n− 2)2 + · · ·+
(k − 1)n
(n− k + 1)2 (20)
For instance, for a game of poker in which only the top 17 cards of a 52–
card deck are to be used, it might be demanded that the distribution of the
identities and order of the top 17 cards of the deck were within 0.01 of
uniform (Of course, this is not a reasonable shuffling scheme for a real deck
of cards).
In this instance, n = 52 and k = 17, soE(T ) ≤ 20.6 andVar(T ) ≤ 4.3. By
Chebyshev’s inequality, there is at most a 0.01 chance that T is more than
E(T ) + 10
√
Var(T ) ≈ 41. Therefore for this purpose, 41 random-to-top
moves suffice, compared to the approximately 52 log 52 ≈ 205 required to
get the state of the entire deck just to within 0.25 of uniform,
6. The sets of cards in each quarter of the deck match once the top three quar-
ters of the decks match. The coupling time is
T
d
= G(1) + G(n− 1
n
) + · · ·+ G(
n
4
+ 1
n
).
7. The sets of cards in positions congruent to each i modulo 4 are not guaran-
teed to match until the entire decks are in the same configuration.
8. The parity of the permutations are not guaranteed to match until the entire
decks are in the same order. This is a terrible bound, indicating only that
the coupling was unsuited to this statistic. See Remark 21 for a better one.
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n
3
n
n−3
n
Figure 1: This Markov chain describes the number of matching pairs of cards at
the top of the deck when attempting to match the top four cards via random-to-top
shuffles. The coupling time is the hitting time of the state 4, starting from the state
0.
9. The identity of the card immediately above the card labelled by 1 matches
as long as 1 has been chosen. (The possible values of this statistic are 2 to
n, as well as a special value corresponding to the 1 being on the top of the
deck. If instead the definition of ‘previous card’ were to wrap around, with
the card above the top card being the bottom card, then this example would
behave quite like the next).
The coupling times so far considered in this section have been sums of indepen-
dent geometric random variables. This will not always be the case. The reason it
happens in these examples is that in each of them, the coupling is attempting to
make matches. It either creates a match or does not, and the probability of creat-
ing a match depends only on the number of matches presently existing. It is also
important that in all of these examples, matches are never destroyed. This is why
it was necessary to check not only that the statistic matched at a certain time, but
also that this would continue to be true after additional steps.
That is, in such examples, the coupling time is the hitting time of a relatively
simple Markov chain. For example, to match the top four cards of the deck, the
coupling time
T
d
= G( 4
n
) + G( 3
n
) + G( 2
n
) + G( 1
n
)
is a hitting time for the Markov chain shown in Figure 1
In the next example, thinking of a coupling time as a hitting time enables the
analysis of a more complicated Markov chain, where matches may be destroyed.
Some more statistics:
10. The identities of the cards immediately below the 1 match as long as the 1
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has been chosen, and if fewer than n − 1 distinct labels have been chosen,
the 1 must have been chosen more recently than at least one of the other
chosen labels (equivalently, the 1 should not be on the bottom of the block
of matching cards at the top of the deck). (As in the previous example, the
possible values of this statistic are 2 to n and a special value corresponding
to the 1 being on the bottom of the deck).
Notice that unlike the other statistics considered so far, it is possible that the
coupling creates matches in this statistic and then breaks them again.
Unlike previous examples, this coupling time is not a sum of independent
geometric random variables. To see why this is and how it may be analysed,
consider running the coupling. The information needed to decide whether
or not two copies of the chain have coupled is as follows
• How many distinct cards have been chosen
• Whether or not the 1 has been chosen
• If the 1 has been chosen, how many cards have been chosen and were
last chosen before the last time the 1 was chosen?
This information forms a quotient Markov chain, and understanding the
behaviour of this chain suffices to understand the coupling time. Let (k)
denote the state where k cards have been chosen, not including the 1, and
(k, l) denote the state where k cards have been chosen, including the 1, and
where l of those cards were last chosen before the 1 was. Equivalently, l is
the number of cards below the 1 in the block of matching cards at the top of
each deck. Figure 2 illustrates this chain for n = 4.
The goal is to understand the coupling time of the original chain. That is,
after a certain number of steps, what is the probability that in each deck,
the cards following the 1’s are the same? If the quotient Markov chain is
in state (k, l) with l > 0 or k = n, then the two chains have coupled, so
it suffices to understand the probability that after time t, the quotient chain
is in such a state. When n = 4, this is understanding the probability that if
the Markov chain illustrated in Figure 2 is started in the state (0) then after
t steps it is at one of the blue states.
The following gives a sample bound on the coupling time when n = 52.
After 200 steps, there is a 98% chance that the 1 has been chosen. As in
Equations 18 and 20, after 200 steps there is at least a 99% chance that at
14
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1
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Figure 2: For a deck of four cards, the Markov chain consisting of how many
cards have been chosen, whether or not the 1 has been chosen, and how many
cards were last chosen before the 1. Two copies of the random-to-top chain are
coupled (for the identity of the card after the 1) when this chain is in one of the
blue states. Note that eventually this chain will settle into blue states forever, but
before this time it is possible for it to enter a blue state and then leave again.
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least 42 different cards have been chosen, so there is at least a 97% chance
that at least 42 different cards have been chosen, including the 1. In at
most 1
42
of paths leading to such outcomes, each other chosen card has been
chosen after the 1 last was. Thus with probability 41
42
·0.97 ≈ 95%, the cards
immediately following the 1 match after 200 steps.
Two choices were made in this calculation — the number of steps, but also
to demand that at least 42 distinct cards had been chosen. Changing these
choices would produce slightly different bounds.
11. The identities of the k cards immediately after the card labelled by 1 match
as long as 1 has been chosen, and if fewer than n − 1 distinct labels have
been chosen, 1 must have been chosen more recently than at least k of the
other chosen labels (equivalently, 1 should not be in the bottom k cards
of the block of matching cards at the top of the deck). This statistic takes
values of ordered k–tuples, or smaller ordered tuples when the 1 is close to
the bottom of the deck.
12. The relative order of 1 and 2matches as long as either label has been chosen.
The coupling time is
T
d
= G( 2
n
).
13. The relative order of 1, 2, ..., k matches as long as all but one of these labels
have been chosen. The coupling time is
T
d
= G(k
n
) + G(k − 1
n
) + · · ·+ G( 2
n
).
14. The number of cards between 1 and 2matches as long as both of these labels
have been chosen. The coupling time is
T
d
= G( 2
n
) + G( 1
n
).
This is no better a bound than given for the stronger condition that the actual
positions of cards 1 and 2 should match. It is unclear whether the weaker
statistic mixes faster. That the bound is the same may be a weakness of the
method, or it may be that a better coupling could be constructed.
Some of these statistics are quotient chains of the random-to-top shuffle, and some
are not, as follows:
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These statistics are quotient chains. The identity of the top card, the identity and
order of the top k cards, the locations of any given set of cards, the parity of the
permutation, and the relative order of a subset of cards.
These statistics do not form quotient chains:
• Identity of the second-to-top card. (Although this information is a subset of
that contained in the identity and order of the top two cards, and that is a
quotient chain)
• Identity and order of the cards in any set A of positions unless A is a con-
tiguous block at the top of the deck or |A| = n − 1. (If the position k is
in A but position k − 1 is not, then if the card from position k is moved to
the top, it must be possible to deduce which card is now in position k from
only the information of which cards were in the positions in A. If besides
k − 1 there was another position not in A, those cards could be swapped
without changing the available information, showing that this information
is insufficient. If A has size n− 1 then the card in position k− 1 is the only
remaining card.)
• The sets of cards in each quarter of the deck, either in blocks or interleaved.
• The identities of the k cards after a specific card.
• Relative positions of a subset of cards. As commented above, the coupling
does not treat this statistic any more specifically than just attempting to
couple the exactly positions of those cards, and that is a quotient chain.
Remark 21. Notice that when n is even, the parity of the permutation of the
deck actually mixes perfectly in a single step, because exactly half of the moves
correspond to multiplying by an odd permutation (and when n is odd, it gets
to within 1
2n
). However, using Proposition 7 with the standard coupling of just
choosingmatching cards in each deck gives an upper bound of n log n steps for the
mixing of this quantity, which is not at all good. This shows that the coupling used
for the convergence of the chain need not be the best to use for the convergence of
a statistic — for permutation parity, for instance, there is a much better coupling
which multiplies by either permutations of the same parity or of opposite parities,
so that the resulting permutations are of the same parity. This gives that the parity
mixes in one step.
In general, it is unclear whether upper bounds are bad because this shuffling tech-
nique is just not a good one for the statistic under consideration, or because the
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coupling was poorly chosen. For example, it is true that the random-to-top shuffle
mixes the top card of the deck after a single step and takes many steps to mix the
bottom card (at least 3
4
n steps to get within 1
4
of uniform, because it is impossible
to get the original top card into the bottom quarter of the deck in fewer steps.),
so some random walks are more suited to some statistics than to others. On the
other hand, the previous example regarding permutation parity shows that a cou-
pling may be ill-suited to a particular statistic, even if it gives a good bound for
the convergence of the chain itself.
3.2 Inverse riffle shuffles
As with the previous section, Proposition 9 gives upper bounds on the mixing
times of some statistics on Sn under inverse riffle shuffles, which are modelled by
assigning independent bits to each card and then sorting by those bits, breaking
ties by the original order of the cards. Multiple steps of this process may be seen
as assigning several bits, and sorting by the resulting base–2 string.
Two instances of the inverse riffle shuffle may be coupled by, for each label, as-
signing that card either a 0 or a 1 independently with probability 1
2
, and making
the same choice in each deck for the cards of that label. The two processes will
agree when each pair of cards have been assigned different labels by at least one
step.
It will be necessary to consider the strings assigned to the various cards. A sub-
set of cards is considered to have distinct labels if each card in the subset has a
different label, and unique labels if those labels are also not repeated among the
remainder of the cards.
Remark 22. These strings are growing right-to-left — that is, least significant
digit first. Taking a fixed number of steps of this chain, it will sometimes be con-
venient to consider the last step first, so that the most extreme changes in position
are dealt with first, and the order is gradually refined with less and less impactful
moves.
The coupling times in this section will not be sums of independent geometric ran-
dom variables as they were in the previous section — heuristically, there seemed
to be something one-dimensional about most of the examples for the the random-
to-top chain, where progress was only made in one direction, and it was possible
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to check how long it would take for each step, until the chains had coupled. In-
verse riffle shuffles, on the other hand, change the positions of most of the cards
at the same time.
Analysis of coupling times using this coupling will require the treatment of an
associated family of combinatorial problems regarding the strings assigned to the
cards. Which cards have unique strings? Which positions contain cards with
unique strings? The first results will be in answer to these questions, and these
will be used to analyse some statistics on Sn.
Proposition 23. For any card, the expected number of cards with the same string
as this card after t steps is n−1
2t
.
Proof. The probability that two uniformly random binary strings of length t are
equal is 1
2t
, and there are n− 1 other cards.
This result may be generalised:
Proposition 24. Let A be a set of N pairs of labels. After t steps, the expected
number of these pairs of cards which have the same string is N
2t
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 23.
Perhaps surprisingly, the behaviour of the number of strings matching the card in
a certain position (rather than the card of a certain value) behaves differently. This
is because the position depends on the sorting, which depends on the assigned
strings.
Exact calculations for this statistic are not included, but the following argument
gives a heuristic for the scaling.
Proposition 25. For some fixed position i, let At be the expected number of cards
with the same string as the card in position i after t steps. Let q be any real number
greater than 1
2
. Then there is a constant c depending on q so thatAt < cq
t(n−1).
Proof. For this proposition, consider the most significant bit to be assigned first,
as in Remark 22.
This proposition is subtly different from the previous one, demonstrated with the
following example. Consider a deck of four cards, and examine the number of
cards with the same string as the card second from the top, whichever card this
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may be. Before any digits have been assigned, this is four. Now, when the first
digit of each string is assigned, there are probabilities of 1, 4, 6, 4 and 1 sixteenths
that 0,1,2,3 or 4 ones are assigned, respectively. This results in the number of
cards sharing a string with the second card being 4,3,2,3 or 4, respectively — this
is different from the number of cards matching a specific card, which would be
distributed binomially.
This differs from the behaviour of Proposition 23 because the identity of the card
in any given position depends on the assigned strings. Fortunately, the impact of
this change is not particularly large, as will now be shown.
Assume that there are k cards with strings matching the string assigned to the card
in the mth position. After one step, these cards have been split binomially. The
worst case (for there to be as many matches as possible) is for the kth position to
be in the larger of the two blocks. This happens if it was central in the initial block
of matching cards — that is, the k cards with the same string were in positions
m− k−1
2
tom+ k−1
2
.
So the number of cards with the same string as the card in any given position
decays faster than the following process:
• Start with n
• Repeatedly replace the current number k with k− r, where r is obtained by
splitting k into two binomial pieces and choosing the smaller.
This process iteratively replaces k by k
2
+O(
√
k), using Chebyshev’s inequality on
the binomial distribution. For large enough k, this decreases faster than replacing
k with qk. Let the constant c be the difference for values of k smaller than this.
It seems likely that the bound of Proposition 25 could be improved to At ≤ cn−12t .
Example 26. Consider the following statistics on Sn, to be studied via the inverse
riffle shuffle. The point of these examples is that Proposition 9 has reduced a
mixing time problem to analysis of a coupling time. Estimates of the coupling
times are given for some of the examples, but detailed analysis is not the goal of
this section. Those examples involving the positions of certain cards or identities
of cards in certain locations are known results — see [4] and [8], where these
problems are analysed in greater detail.
1. The top card matches once the lexicographically first string is distinct from
all others (equivalently, from the second).
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Proposition 27. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the identity of the top card is at
most log2(n− 1)− log2(ǫ).
Proof. Ifm(t) is the number of strings equal to the first after t steps, then
E(m(t + 1)− 1) < 1
2
(m(t)− 1).
The quantity m(0) is n − 1, so after log2(n − 1) − log2(ǫ) steps, there is
at least a 1 − ǫ chance that m(t) is zero and so the top cards match. (This
is better than would be given by Proposition 25 because the first position
is always at the top of its block, so is in the smaller piece exactly half the
time)
2. The second-to-top card matches once the second string (and hence also the
first) is distinct from all others.
Proposition 28. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the identity of the second card
is at most log2(n− 1) + 1− log2(ǫ).
Proof. Proposition 25 suggests that this should take log2(n) + c steps. This
can be improved because the second position is near the top of the deck, so
may only be in the smaller piece exactly once more than average.
3. The kth-from-top card matches once the kth string is distinct from all others
(equivalently, from the (k − 1)th and (k + 1)th). Proposition 25 suggests
that this takes log2(n) + c steps.
4. The set of the top k cards matches once the kth and (k + 1)th strings are
distinct. Again, Proposition 25 suggests that this takes log2(n) + c steps.
5. The identity and order of the top k cards match once the top (k + 1) strings
are all different.
Proposition 29. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the identity and order of the top
k cards is log2(n) + log2(k)− log2(ǫ).
Proof. After about log2(
n
k
) steps, there is a block of cards at the top of size
slightly larger than k with strings distinct from all others. Then by Proposi-
tion 24 with A being the set of all pairs of those cards, after approximately
another 2 log2(k)+ c steps, the probability that these cards will all have dis-
tinct strings is greater than 1− 1
2c
. So log2(n) + log2(k)− log2(ǫ) steps are
enough.
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6. The location of the 1matches once the string assigned to that card is distinct
from all others.
Proposition 30. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the location of the 1 satisfies
tmix(ǫ) ≤ log2(n− 1)− log2(ǫ).
Proof. Use Proposition 24 with A being the set of pairs including 1.
7. The locations of k specific cards match once the strings assigned to each are
distinct from all others.
Proposition 31. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the locations of any k specific
cards is at most log2(n) + log2(k)− log2(ǫ).
Proof. Use Proposition 24 with A being the set of pairs including any of
these cards. This gives that the time taken until the expected number of
matches is below 1
4
is at most
log2(nk −
(
k + 1
2
)
)− log2(ǫ) ≤ log2(n) + log2(k)− log2(ǫ).
8. The bridge hands in blocks match once the (13a)th and (13a+ 1)th strings
are different for a = 1, 2 and 3. Proposition 25 suggests that this takes about
log2(n) +O(1) steps.
9. The bridge hands distributed mod 4 match once the entire deck matches.
10. The parity of the permutation matches once the entire deck matches. As
before, this is an awful bound.
11. The card after the 1 matches once both the string assigned to the 1 and the
next string are distinct from all others.
12. The relative order of the 1 and 2match as soon as they are assigned different
strings.
Proposition 32. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) of the relative order of the 1 and
the 2 is − log2(ǫ)
Proof. The relative order of the 1 and 2 matches once they are assigned
different strings. This takes G(1
2
) steps.
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13. The relative order of the 1 through k match as soon as they are all assigned
different strings.
Proposition 33. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) of the relative order of the 1 through
k is 2 log2(k)− log2(ǫ)
Proof. The relative order of these cards match once they are assigned dif-
ferent strings. Proposition 24 gives the result.
Each of these statistics regarding the inverse riffle shuffle process may be trans-
lated to the forwards riffle shuffle process. Typically, this interchanges the roles of
card positions and card labels, as this is the difference between left-multiplication
and right-multiplication in the symmtetric group. We do not give details of these
translations here, but they may be found in Section 7.2.3 of [13].
3.3 Random walk on the hypercube
Example 34. Consider the lazy nearest-neighbour walk on the hypercube de-
scribed in Example 6. Given two instances of this walk in arbitrary initial states,
they may be coupled as follows, as in [1]:
Coupling A. At each step, choose a position i and a random bit x, either 0 or 1.
In each chain, change the value of the bit in position i to x.
The two chains will be in the same state once every position has been chosen at
least once. The time taken until this happens is an instance of the coupon collector
problem — approximately n log(n) steps are required.
Consider what this coupling says about some statistics on the hypercube using
Proposition 9.
1. The value of the first bit (or the kth bit) matches once that bit is chosen,
which takes on average n steps.
2. The number of ‘1’s matches once every bit has been chosen.
3. The position of the first ‘1’ matches if there is some k so that the first k
bits have all been chosen and for at least one of them, the last time it was
chosen, it was set to 1.
Hence once the first k bits have all been chosen, there is a probability of at
least (1 − 2−k) that the position of the first ‘1’ matches. For example, if to
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find a time by which there is at least a 15
16
chance that the position of the first
‘1’ matches, consider the time taken until the first five (not four) bits have
been chosen, which, by coupon collector theory, has expectation less than
7
3
n and standard deviation less than about 4
3
n.
So after time t = 7
3
n+6 · 4
3
n = 31
3
n, Chebyshev’s inequality says that there
is at least a 35
36
chance that the first five bits have all been chosen. There is a
31
32
chance that they were set to something other than all zeros, so the chance
that the first ‘1’ matches after time 31
3
n is at least 1− 1
32
− 1
36
> 15
16
.
This statistic is another example of one where the coupling can create a
match and then destroy it, as opposed to ‘nicer’ statistics, where matches,
once created, endure forever.
3.4 Random transpositions on Sn
Consider the shuffling scheme on a deck of n cards where at each step, two cards
are chosen uniformly at random and interchanged. Choosing the same card twice
is allowed, and in this case the order of the deck is left unchanged. Equivalently,
this is the random walk on Sn generated by the set of all
(
n
2
)
transpositions, along
with n copies of the identity.
It will be more convenient to describe the moves slightly differently. Define
ai,j = “swap the card with label i with the card in position j”.
The random transposition walk is equivalently described by choosing i and j uni-
formly between 1 and n and then applying ai,j .
Two copies of this walk may be coupled, following [3]
Coupling B.
• Choose i and j uniformly, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
• In each chain, apply ai,j
To analyse this coupling, define a ‘match’ to be a card which is in the same po-
sition in both decks. Observe that the number of matches does not decrease, and
increases whenever neither the cards of label i nor the cards in position j presently
match. According to this coupling, it takes approximately n2 steps to couple the
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two chains. This shuffle actually mixes in 1
2
n log(n) steps (see [9]), but no Marko-
vian coupling can give this bound (consider two decks whose orders differ by a
single transposition, and note that there’s only a 2
n2
chance that they move to the
same state, however they are coupled). See [6] for an amazing (non-Markovian)
coupling for the random transposition walk, and a description of related problems.
It will soon be convenient to have some slight variants on this coupling. The
previous coupling has the property that if the cards labelled by k match in the
two decks, then this match cannot be destroyed by choosing i = k, but can be by
choosing j = k, in which case the match is replaced by the two cards labelled by
i matching instead. The analysis of some statistics will be easier if the coupling is
edited so that matches are never destroyed.
This does not represent any great change in what’s going on — there is a possibil-
ity that the cards labelled by k match, and then this match is broken and replaced
by the cards i matching. This is counterbalanced by some other paths where a
different pair of cards matches, but that match is broken and replaced by the cards
k matching.
To that end, here is a second coupling for this walk.
Coupling C. Define
ai,j = “swap the card with label i with the card in position j”.
and
bi,j = “swap the card in position i with the card in position j”.
• Choose i and j uniformly, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
• If the cards in position j do not match, then apply ai,j in both chains.
• If the cards in position j did match, then instead apply bi,j in both chains.
To see that this coupling restricts to the original random walk on both instances of
the chain, observe that for any fixed j,
{ai,j}1≤i≤n = {bi,j}1≤i≤n.
Because the decision as to whether to apply ai,j or bi,j depended only on the value
of j, the coupling does restrict to the random transposition walk on both instances
of the chain.
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The analysis of this new coupling is exactly the same as the old — the number
of matches never decreases, and increases by one whenever neither the cards of
label i nor the cards in position j currently match. However, it has the property
that individual matches are never destroyed, while the previous coupling would
destroy matches and replace them by others.
This modification ensured that once the cards labelled by k matched, they would
continue to match, albeit possibly in different positions. Alternatively, it could
have been defined so that once there was a match in position k, there would con-
tinue to be a match in that position, although potentially of cards of a different
value.
To do this, here is a third coupling.
Coupling D. Define
ai,j = “swap the card with label i with the card in position j”.
and
ci,j = “swap the card with label i with the card with label j”.
• Choose i and j uniformly, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
• If the cards of value i do not match, then apply ai,j in both chains.
• If the cards of value i did match, then instead apply ci,j in both chains.
As in the previous case, to see that this coupling restricts to the original random
walk on both instances of the chain, note that for any fixed i,
{ai,j}1≤j≤n = {ci,j}1≤j≤n,
and the decision as to whether to apply ai,j or ci,j depended only on the value of i.
The analysis of this coupling is the same as the others. The number of matches
never decreases. Matches will stay in the same position, but may change in value.
It is also possible to make only part of this variation:
Coupling E. Define
ai,j = “swap the card with label i with the card in position j”.
and
ci,j = “swap the card with label i with the card with label j”.
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• Choose i and j uniformly, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
• If the cards of value i match and are in position 1, then apply ci,j in both
chains.
• Otherwise apply ai,j in both chains.
This coupling has the property that the number of matches never decreases, and
that once there is a match in position 1, there will always be a match in position 1.
These couplings may be used to examine the convergence of some statistics. Ap-
pendix B of [4] computes similar results for the mixing of the position of a single
card and the positions of half of the cards, or equivalently, the card in a certain
position and the values of the cards in a certain half of the positions.
1. The top card.
Proposition 35. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the top card is at most T , de-
fined by Pr(G( 1
n
) > T ) ≤ ǫ.
Proof. Consider Coupling E. At each step, if the cards in position 1 do not
match, there is a 1
n
chance of this happening, by choosing j = 1 and any
i. Once the cards in position 1 do match, this will remain true, though
the matching values may change. Hence the coupling time is G( 1
n
). This
completes the proof.
Coupling E was used for this purpose, because Couplings B and C do not
preserve matches in position 1, while Coupling D will attempt to preserve
matches in other positions, which can increase the time taken to create a
match in position 1.
2. The mixing time for the kth card is the same as that of the top card. If
Coupling E is changed to preserve matches in position k rather than position
1, then this is exactly the same as the previous example. That is, it takes
G( 1
n
) steps.
3. The top two cards.
Proposition 36. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the top two cards is at most T ,
defined by Pr(G( 1
n
) + G(n−1
n2
) > T ) ≤ ǫ.
Proof. For this statistic, vary Coupling E to preserve matches in either of
the top two positions. Then while there are no matches in positions 1 or 2,
each step has a chance of 2
n
to create one, by choosing j = 1 or j = 2, and
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any i. Once there is a match in either of these positions, each step has a
chance of 1
n
n−1
n
of creating a match in the other position — by choosing j
to be the other of {1, 2} and i to be anything but the value involved in the
existing match. Therefore the coupling time is G( 1
n
) + G(n−1
n2
).
4. Any two cards. As was the case for attempting to match the card in a single
position, the previous argument did not rely on the positions chosen, so the
time until there are matches in any two positions is the same.
5. The cards in any k positions.
Proposition 37. The coupling time for the cards in any k positions to match
is
T = G(k
n
) + G((k − 1)(n− 1)
n2
) + · · ·+ G(n− k + 1
n2
).
Proof. Use a variation of Coupling E which preserves matches in the rele-
vant positions.
For example, to match the cards in any 3n
4
positions takes on average time
n
3n
4
+
n
3n
4
− 1
n
n− 1 + · · ·+ n
n
n + 1− 3n
4
≤ 4n(1 + 1
2
+
1
3
+ · · ·+ 13n
4
)
≈ 4n log(3n
4
)
≈ 4n log(n)
The interesting point here is not Proposition 37 itself — this bound is still
larger than the true value of the mixing time of order of the entire deck,
obtained by other means. Rather, it is that a coupling which gives a mixing
time of the chain too large by a factor of n can give the correct order of the
mixing time of a fairly large portion of the deck.
6. The position of the card labelled by k.
Proposition 38. The mixing time tmix(ǫ) for the location of the 1 is at most
T , defined by Pr(G( 1
n
) > T ) ≤ ǫ.
Proof. In the same way that Coupling D was modified to create Coupling
E, Coupling C may be modified to preserve matches only when the match-
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ing label is 1. Then the proof is the same as that of Proposition 35, using
positions rather than values.
7. The time for the positions of any k cards to match is the same as in Propo-
sition 37, but again working with positions rather than values.
3.5 Glauber dynamics for graph colourings
Aldous and Fill in [3] present a coupling for a random walk on graph colourings.
Consider a graph G with n vertices and maximal degree r, and a set of c colours.
A graph colouring is an assignment of a colour to each vertex of the graph so that
no two vertices of the same colour are connected by an edge.
In [3], a coupling is used to show that if c > 4r then the mixing time is bounded
above by approximately cn
c−4r
log(n). If the statistic of interest is the set of ver-
tices of any given colour, then this coupling may be modified to show that this
statistic mixes in approximately cn
c−3r
log(n) steps. When c is close to 4r, this is
significantly smaller.
This is another situation where these results are interesting only in contrast to one
another — techniques other than coupling give better bounds.
4 Further work
We have discussed how coupling and strong stationary times may be used to give
bounds for the convergence of statistics of a Markov chain. It would be useful to
be able to go in the reverse direction.
Question 39. Given bounds on the convergence of a suitably large collection of
statistics on a Markov chain, is it possible to obtain bounds on the convergence of
the Markov chain itself?
The examples of Section 7 of [15] may be seen as examples where this is possible
— Propositions 30 and 31 of that section may be understood as making rigorous
the heuristic that a deck of cards is mixed once each card is in a random position,
which in those examples takes n3 steps for any card, and a factor of log(n) because
each card individually must have achieved this.
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Of course, care is needed here. Repeatedly applying powers of a single n–cycle
will randomise the position of each card, but will certainly not result in a shuffled
deck, because the positions of each card will be perfectly correlated with one
another. A physical example of this is cutting a deck and placing the bottom
portion on top. Regardless of how many and which cuts are made, the order of the
deck is preserved up to cycling.
For some of the statistics considered in the present paper, a coupling immediately
gave a good bound. For others, like the parity of the permutation, the bound was
terrible, and a different argument was necessary.
Question 40. Given a coupling or strong stationary time that gives good bounds
for the convergence of a Markov chain, is it possible to predict for which statistics
it will give good or bad bounds? How can better couplings or strong stationary
times be designed for some statistics?
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